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NEW QUESTION: 1
Modem is a kind of equipment of Lan.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
You use Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics to analyze data from
an Azure event hub in real time and send the output to a table
named Table 1 in an Azure SQL database. Table 1 has three

columns named Date. EventlD. and User.
You need to prevent duplicate data from being stored in the
database.
How should you complete the statement.?
To answer, drag the appropriate values to the connect targets.
Each value may be used once more than once, or not at all. You
may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
An analyst asks a technician to recommend a solution for a
customer in the software development industry, where the
customer can test a variety of OS's running the various
applications that the customer produces.
The customer wants to minimize the investment in hardware.
Which of the following solutions should the technician
recommended to BEST meet the customer's requirement?
A. Purchase a high-end system meeting the hardware requirements
for all of the individual Oss and applications. Configure a VM
for each testing environment.
B. Purchase a number of low-cost devices, installing the
required Oss and applications on each one.
Use separate machines for each testing environment.
C. Purchase a number of computers, installing a VM on each one.
Configure each VM with an OS for the testing environment.
D. Purchase one computer and create images for each computer
configuration and OS. Re-image the machine for each testing
environment.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers has just initiated a project to implement
a custom container tracking application with a large
development team. The project manager is concerned that the
large number of developers in a single developer pro sandbox
could lead to challenges with code being overwritten. Which two
methods should be used to mitigate this risk? Choose 2 answers
A. Use a single sandbox and strictly coordinate development
across shared components, and implement a code repository to
allow developers to merge code into a common repository
B. Provide each developer their own sandbox developer org and
implement a code repository and continuous integration to merge
code into the developer pro sandbox
C. Replace the developer pro sandbox with a Partial copy

sandbox
D. Provide each developer their own sandbox developer org, and
implement managed packages to deploy to the merge
Answer: A,B
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